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SAC Bachman of New Orleans called and advised PCI Doris
Howard of Oklahoma City accompanied by Ruby Jelsen, mother of Pope's
paramour, Peggy Pope, arrived in New Orleans early today and are now
under surveillance by New Orleans Agents. Bureau approved installation in
car occupied by Howard and Jelsen quit working after New Orleans Agents
took over surveillance.

Doris Howard and Ruby Jelsen have motel room at Colonial Motel,
Airline Highway, New Orleans. SAC Bachman requested permission to install
contact "mike" in adjoining motel room. He said installation would be secure.

Mr. Courtney Evans was contacted by extra duty supervisor
and Mr. Evans authorized the use of the contact "mike". He instructed that
SAC Bachman be told to make sure there would be no trespass and no
"phone mike" was to be used.

At 5:20 p.m., SAC Bachman was told he could use the contact
"mike" under the conditions set forth by Mr. Evans and to keep the Bureau
advised.
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